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About This Game
Put on those rubber boots and fetch your pitchfork! Here's what this farm simulation has in stock for you: Manage and expand
your very own sustainable organic farm!
Depending on the weather and the local villagers' demands you tend to your fields and plant a variety of crops to harvest them
later on. And you have to take very good care of your chickens, cows, pigs etc. to make a profit selling your products in your
own farm store. Use the proceeds to restore and expand your run-down farm and hire diligent staff to keep abreast of the ever
increasing workload.
And rather sooner than later, romance awaits, too. Show your sweetheart how much of an organic farmer you really are and
master romantic dates to win her/his love. The sky is full of fireflies at night - just for the two of you!
And as if your new life as an up-and-coming farmer wasn't already exciting enough, many adventures await you in the forest
where wolves and bears are lurking. Will you manage to get the carriage safely through the woods? But you won't run out of
challenges around your farm either, whether it's a troublesome buzzy beehive or the search for a missing dog in some creepy
catacombs.
Start Farm together!

Entertaining Farm Simulation
Create your own farm and successfully expand it with new buildings that unlock new Features.
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Organic farming
Produce fruit, vegetables, milk, eggs or honey and sell your products at a profit. Keep pigs, cattle, chickens, bees, etc.

Exciting adventures and challenges
Master a variety of challenging tasks and adventures on the farm as well as in the forest, where wolves and bears are lurking.

Thrilling minigames
Face unexpected dangers and solve varied minigames with skill.

Leveling System
Continuously improve your skills and become the most renowned farmer near and far.
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True love
Experience a heart-warming story about true love including dating and wedding.
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Avoid. Do not buy. The game should still be in early access. Quest system is garbage. Building on your land is unintuitive and
the 'hints' cover up buttons you're trying to click on. Nothing has an explanation, at all! Do scarecrow even have a use? No one
knows. Not even Google knows. The fishing is a total ripoff of stardew, and as far as I know there's only 1 type of fish. The
combat is so bad it's beyond being funny and is just total trash. You can only romance 2 people. This game is empty, heartless,
soulless. Any of the competition would be a better choice. Get My time at Portia, or Stardew Valley. If you own those, look
elsewhere or find an early access game to follow.. Its a fun game. Pretty much what you would expect from a farming
simulator.. too hard to control the game i tried in keyboard mode it was quite difficult. This game is utterly pointless. This is the
worst farming type sim I've ever played.. nothing like Stardew, Harvest Moon, etc. You can't talk to anyone. There are simple,
repetitive quests that you seemingly receive nothing for completing. You can expand the farm to a huge amount of space, but
farming with the original animals and 3x3 plot of land you'll have more than enough to fill up the shop to capacity. Only a few
people seem to buy items per day, and seemingly only while you stand next to the shop. Leveling up seems to have no
advantages. Buying any upgrades feels like it involves endless grinding to come up with the cash, with barely any rewards.
Buying better swords doesn't seem to have much or any benefit, and there's not much of a point to fighting anyway. In addition
to grinding, the game is a constant search for food (apples) in order to not die, by cutting wood that otherwise serves no purpose.
I guess there is one person you can date, but I don't know why I would continue to that point unless I was very bored. In
conclusion, I guess I was left feeling frustrated, and thinking, "Is this it? This can't possibly be all there is?". This is a very casual
farming game with a few flaws. The game itself is simplistic, but not in a childish way.
The tutorial covers bare basics and much needs to be figured out by the player. Controls are somewhat inconsistent for example
left-click for eating berries, but right-click while in a forest. Combat with wolves\/bears has no healthbar or indicator how
damaged the opponent is. Hired farm help are not consistent and how well they work is guesswork.
Despite its flaws it can be a quite entertaining game, although earning money is slow and later in the game the sales amount
doesn't increase, so your warehouse gets slowly filled.
The game features three mini-games (fishing, generator, chopping wood) and a wheel of fortune which can be played once per
day.
You can not die in this game, you'll end up in your farmhouse with a doctors bill. :)
The developer is responsive and patches bugs quickly after reporting.
In all, I would recommend this game if you're looking for a casual farming game.. For those who like simple farming game, this
is an enjoyable game with decent gameplay. Good for spending your free time sitting and doing relaxing stuff. No complicated
thinking
required so it is suitable for beginners and kids, or for days when you're too lazy to spend brain energy on a game.
The game still could use some improvements, or fixing, though. There are so many glitchy things in farming that had me ponder
on quitting and getting a refund. For example, the cow would stack over each other so it became impossible to milk them. I had
to resort to hiring a worker and set them on Shepherd task. Which is a big inconvenient, because sometimes the grandpa asks me
to milk the cow for daily task, and I can't get it done using worker\/employee.
Also, pigs and cows sometimes can't find their own food and water, even though the troughs are inside their fenced area and are
properly filled. They would stay hungry or thirsty forever until I delete (sell) them and set a new animal on my farm. Or I have
to delete my troughs and replace them in new spot every day to try to figure out which spot is the working spot, as sometimes
the cows or the pigs keep walking in tight turns and repeating their steps in same spot of 2x2 plot squares, ignoring the troughs
that are on the other side of the pen. This is really infuriating.
Morover, a cow escaped although I had never placed any of them outside of the fence. So I had a stray cow walking around very
far away from my house and the cow pen. There was no way to move it back, even though someone answered in the forum that
feeding will make the cow follow you for a while. No, it only followed me for 1 square and then stopped, then turned around to
walk randomly again. And I can only feed it once per day. I eventually had to just delete the cow and place a new one inside the
fence.
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The throughs also has large "hit area" and sometimes when I tried to manually feed a stupid cow or milk a cow that stands next
to a trough, I could not target the cow at all, my action menu would always be pointing at the trough, and if I'm not careful, it
could make me fill the trough with the wrong kind of thing (like fodder instead of water, or the other way around) making me
waste water and fodder. (Or if the trough is already full, and I clicked the fodder button, it refills the trough and wastes the
fodder in my bag anyway.) There should be an option to select target easier. This is frustrating.
Last but not least, as I had to edit my farm a lot due to cows vs. fodder issues stated above, I had to spend a lot of time at my
plotting table and while in edit mode, although the time seems to stop, my sleepiness bar doesn't. It keeps depleting, resulting in,
for example, me having to go to bed at 6pm to prevent falling asleep on the floor.
If you ignore these flaws, the game is ok for the price.
However, for grownups oor those who are used to more complex gameplay, it gets really boring very quickly, especially when
farming is a continual struggle against glitches or AI flaws. The daily routine is also quite repetitive and bland. Not much to do
and not many variables. It is not really linear, just that there is so much grinding and the scope is quite narrow, with not much
challenge and not many goals you would want to achieve besides collecting achievements for doing specific things for specific
number of times.. This is not a farm game for me.
I'm a huge fan of Stardew valley, Harvest moon games and other many good farm games.
But this.....

no. nope reallly by all love..this is for 1-8 yeahrsoldpersons,childs...but really dont is samething for older peopel...is
horrible...hehe i mean ..nowords..every 1 min shes hungry,,,there is no really samething toof arm...just same stuff:D hehe ..oh
god..refund.RIP.. Even at 70% off, this was still overpriced... I am asking for a refund.. Not enough to do, the game is very slow
and boring. The map is very small and there is very little to do.
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This is the only game that has ever dissapointed me enough to request a refund. I love gardening games but the controls and
click boxes on this game are just too wonky. This game does not work well with a keyboard and mouse and the mini games were
also really wonky. While trying to generate electricity I would click while it was in the green and it would still say that I missed
even if it was dead center. The whole thing was really frustraiting and I hope that the creators will fix these issues in the future.
It could have been a really good game. :(
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